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Alone
Every day you wake
And start complaining
Believing it would stay like this
Until the day you're ending
No one there to talk
No understanding
There is nothing left to do
No more use pretending
You are not the only one to hide
But you can not understand
Full of fear full of fear
You have nothing to decide
And you're trying to withstand
Every tear every tear
We were not meant to live alone
We build up cities to have homes
Improving means to stay in touch
Which do not seem to help that much
The more we think that we have grown
The more it proves that we're alone
Despite the people you call friends
The sun goes down and there it ends
It's every minute that you spend
Reﬂecting life is just for rent
Regardless if you ﬁll it out
We shouldn't waste it without doubt
Waiting on your own
And count the hours
Nothing seems to cheer you up
You have no more powers
Asking what went wrong
With your illusions
You just want a place to be
A place without confusion
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Every day you wake
And start complaining
Believing it would stay like this
Until the day you're ending
No one there to talk
No understanding
There is nothing left to do
No more use pretending
You are not the only one to hide
But you can not understand
Full of fear full of fear
You have nothing to decide
And you're trying to withstand
Every tear every tear
We were not meant to live alone
We build up cities to have homes
Improving means to stay in touch
Which do not seem to help that much
The more we think that we have grown
The more it proves that we're alone
Despite the people you call friends
The sun goes down and there it ends
It's every minute that you spend
Reﬂecting life is just for rent
Regardless if you ﬁll it out
We shouldn't waste it without doubt
Waiting on your own
And count the hours
Nothing seems to cheer you up
You have no more powers
Asking what went wrong
With your illusions
You just want a place to be
A place without confusion
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Moments (duett version) (feat. Endanger)
Every day I wonder
Every moment that I pray
Not today, not today
Will make this happen
Longing for conclusions
Longing for a perfect way
Not today, not today
Will make that happen
Hoping for an answer
Hoping for a sign that shines
Not today, not today
Is where it happens
Giving absolution
With a simple touching hand
Not today, not today
As all this happens
Holding on to reason
Right before you go insane
Not today, not today
Is where that happens
Losing all you asked for
Losing faith in what they say
That's today
It's today where that will happen
Where do we go, what will we know
The chance to lose with what we choose
In every moment lays the chance that it will happen
Decide to stay or go away,
It's up to you it's what you do
In every moment lays the chance that it will happen
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Moments (Addicted to Endanger) (feat. Endanger)
Every day I wonder
Every moment that I pray
Not today, not today
Will make this happen
Longing for conclusions
Longing for a perfect way
Not today, not today
Will make that happen
Hoping for an answer
Hoping for a sign that shines
Not today, not today
Is where it happens
Giving absolution
With a simple touching hand
Not today, not today
As all this happens
Holding on to reason
Right before you go insane
Not today, not today
Is where that happens
Losing all you asked for
Losing faith in what they say
That's today
It's today where that will happen
Where do we go, what will we know
The chance to lose with what we choose
In every moment lays the chance that it will happen
Decide to stay or go away,
It's up to you it's what you do
In every moment lays the chance that it will happen
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